OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Hookup
Connect the Probe to the unit with the fifteen-foot (15’) Probe Cord. Lubricate
the Probe; elevate the tail until it is horizontal, not up over the back. Press the
Probe into the rectum with a slow positive push. Aim the nose of the Probe
downward to facilitate entrance, aligning the path of the Probe with the slant of
the floor of the pelvis. The Probe electrodes on the two-electrode Probe should
be ventrally oriented and the handles pointing upward.
Operation
Be sure that the Power Control (left) is turned all the way counter-clockwise,
then put the Function Switch in the BATT position. From this point through a
normal ejaculation, only the Power Control is used. Efficient and consistent
results are dependent upon development of a satisfactory technique of
manipulating the Power Control. This is best accomplished by careful
observation of the animal’s reaction and proper correlation of the relative meter
indication in order to place the frequency of the stimulus and to ascertain the
power level required for each particular animal being stimulated. Apply the
stimuli, rhythmically, according to how the animal is reacting.

CAUTION: If you are using one of our new Probes as pictured in this manual,
be careful about turning the Power Control up too far at first. Proceed very
cautiously as you can expect to get a very prompt protrusion and erection
followed by an immediate ejaculation, all possibly in 30 seconds (according to
many reports from your colleagues who got one of the first Thousand of the new
Probes).
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Observe the underside of the belly; watch for movement indicating position of
the penis. Apply stimuli, up to a given power setting, for 5 to 10 impulses (onehalf minute or so) if there is no evidence of enlargement of the penis and
forward movement through the sheath during this cycling, increase the power
level slightly and proceed through another series of 5 to 10 impulses. If penis
has not yet become visible, or it is just protruding from among the preputial
hairs, reach up behind and above the neck of the scrotum with your strongest
arm. (Use the bull’s leg, above the hock, as a fulcrum for your arm.) Turn the
fingers into the hand so they are bent at right angles of the first joint, and force
these fingers into the neck of the scrotum, just like the action of a rake! Work
your finger rake into the tissue until you feel the curvature of the sigmoid
flexure, then force your hand forward until you feel the flexure uncoil. All the
time you are performing this feat, it will help if you can maintain the rhythmic
stimulations. Once the sigmoid flexure is straightened out, and the penis visibly
extruded and beginning to take on a pink color, it is a matter of keeping the
penis extruded and erect for a few more moments while increasing the power of
the stimuli steadily until ejaculation occurs.
After ejaculation occurs, rotate the Power Control to its counter-clockwise
position and place the Function Switch in the OFF position .
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